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Magisterial Decree of Expulsion and Cancellation

DM/2020-01. 

Given the permanence of acting contrary to 
the Rules, Statutes, Regulations and Basic 
Principles of the “Sovereign and Military 
Order of the Temple of Jerusalem OSMTJ” 
perpetrated by: 

              Ronald Scott Mangum

Given the often infringement of the above-
named and especially the serious fault 

committed by them of not respecting the 
only vote still in force of the 3 votes of 
Knights Templars - that were chastity, 

poverty and obedience - , vote which is that 
of “obedience”, Given the fact that one or 

more named persons pretend -without 
bringing the proof of their assertion-, that 
legal elections were hold and that a new 
Grand Master of the OSMTJ was voted, 

The decision of vote of a Grand Master- not 
of their competence –, by a majority 

(minority) of Grand Priors, was taken under 
hidden conditionsactions capable to 

endanger the unity of the Order and bring 
confusion and doubt within the Order as a 
whole and of many Knights Templars as 

individuals. They are authors or 
participants to the Declaration of results of 
the fraud election and its results as void. 
Given the fact that they pervert the very 

spirit of the Rule of the Temple. 
Given the transgression of many articles of 
the Primitive Rule of the Templars, of the 



Charters and Regulations of the "Sovereign 
and Military Order of the Temple of 

Jerusalem OSMTJ", of which: 
1/. Non-statutory called elections, no delay 
for reflection, selective announcement for 
different members of the Order : 4 from 5 
Members of the Magisterial Council were 

not advised that an election was called! The 
same concerning the acting Regent! The 

election was shorthand announced and had 
to follow after 1 or 2 days! The spirit of 

Ancient Lows is not respected but 
overcomed! See art. 198 to 223 “Election 
of the Master” in the original “Rule of the 

Templars”. This is only one of the proofs of 
a clear manipulation of a non statutory 
called election! Ronald Mangum uses the 
“elements of the Rule” to justify his 

sedition! He thought that nobody will 
search the original text and the “authentic 

elements”. We did this! Articles 198 to 223 
of the “Rule o the Templars” offer us a 

complete text: we read that an election will 
take place if the Master died or is absent, 
the Marshall has to organize the vote. A 

long lasting procedure, asking time, 
patience and wisdom, are at the basis of a 
just choice! There is no justification in all 

this paragraphs for an “emergency” vote by 
means of various means in hand of a traitor, 
a conjure! Ronald Mangum betrayed you all 
who participated to this illegal vote! Each 
one of the participants to this conspiration 
will have to respond about their behaving! 
Such an important vote can not be decided 

in one day and immediately start! It is 
contrary to the prescriptions of the Rule of 
theTemplars! . 2/. Falsification of result: 

Priories that are no more in the OSMTJ are 
numbered as voting for Fr. Ronald Scott 

Mangum: England and Wales (resigned, no 
Priory), Argentina (espelled), Puerto Rico 
(espelled) . Presented as having voted for 

Mangum: Grand Prior declaring not having 
voted (Belgium). 3/. Use of different 

arguments for their personal satisfaction 
and in order to justify their non-statutory 

activity: in order to diminish the position of 
the Regent and of his 4 faithful Counselors! 



From the last group only one Magisterial 
Counselor from 5 betrayed: Ronald Scott 

Mangum, having the presumption to 
believe hat he is the best person to lead 
OSMTJ! His dream: to appear in mixed 
Military and Templar outfit! Fulfilled! 

4/.They are lying when pretending that 
trials to elect a new Grand Master were not 
done before: 3 trials were done by Regent 
Hastier (in Belgium, France and Italy): no 

result because the number of voices 
required for election was not reached! 5/. 
Repeated past actions capable to damage 
the Order and to distray attention (false 
written declarations of fidelity, sperjure, 
conspiracy concerning specially Ronald 
  Mangum, followed by explanations 

excuses and (fake) declarations of fidelity 
to the Regent. 

-2- 

Given the necessity of the acting in 
accordance with the Regulations and the 

Statutes of the Order, respecting the 
principles of transparency, of ethics, 

correctness and legality, of the “Sovereign 
and Military Order of the Temple of 

Jerusalem OSMTJ", 

We, Professor Nicolas Haimovici Hastier PhD. MD. GCOTJ. 
Regent of the  « Sovereign and Military Order of the Temple of Jerusalem». 

Guardian of the Templar Faith 
In accordance with the principles of the “Rule of the Order” 
In adequacy with the “Statutes” and “Regulations”, of the 

« Sovereign and Military Order of the Temple of Jerusalem (O.S.M.T.J.)» 
In total agreement with the faithful Members of the Magisterial Council 

(in legal) number and majority. 
By virtue of the duties and prerogatives inherent to our function. 

have made the following decisions: 

1 /. Expulsion from the “Ordre Souverain et Militaire du Temple de Jérusalem for: -conspiracy, 
falsification of Rules, -selective announcement of voting possibilities, -short hand fixed elections, 
-falsification of vote results, -sperjure ( previous signature and recognition of the “Declaration of 

Templar Faith”), -very recent written fake-declarations of fidelity to Regent Hastier and the 
Order from Ronald Mangum, of Ronald Mangum



 
2/. Radiation of their names from all OSMTJ official documents. . 3/. Use of any Diplomas of 

Grade, Insignia or Distinctions OSMTJ is prohibited to them. 
4 /. Any reference to the said persons at the OSMTJ is also prohibited to them. 

5 / Any use of documents with the heading "Sovereign and Military Order of the Temple of 
Jerusalem OSMTJ" is forbidden to them as well as the use of stamps and inklings bearing this 

name. 5 /. Any contact between the members of the OSMTJ and the aforementioned persons is not 
recommended. 

6 /. Let all Templar Knights and Dames Templars take cognizance of this Decree, abide by it and 
respect the contents. 

This Decree of Expulsion and Cancellation comes into effect on the date of this Decree. 

Non nobis Domine, non nobis, sed Nomini Tuo da gloriam. 

Pr of. Nicolas H. Hastier                                                               

Regent. Guardian of Templar Faith.

Nice, January 3d. 2020.


